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ABSTRACT
Background: Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is a leading cause of sustained impairments in military
service members, Veterans, and civilians. However, few treatments are available for mTBI, partially
because the mechanism of persistent mTBI deficits is not fully understood.
Methods: We used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to investigate neuronal changes in individuals with
mTBI following a passive neurofeedback-based treatment programme called IASIS. This programme
involved applying low-intensity pulses using transcranial electrical stimulation (LIP-tES) with electroen-
cephalography monitoring. Study participants included six individuals with mTBI and persistent post-
concussive symptoms (PCS). MEG exams were performed at baseline and follow-up to evaluate the
effect of IASIS on brain functioning.
Results: At the baseline MEG exam, all participants had abnormal slow-waves. In the follow-up MEG
exam, the participants showed significantly reduced abnormal slow-waves with an average reduction of
53.6 ± 24.6% in slow-wave total score. The participants also showed significant reduction of PCS scores
after IASIS treatment, with an average reduction of 52.76 ± 26.4% in PCS total score.
Conclusions: The present study demonstrates, for the first time, the neuroimaging-based documentation
of the effect of LIP-tES treatment on brain functioning in mTBI. The mechanisms of LIP-tES treatment are
discussed, with an emphasis on LIP-tES’s potentiation of the mTBI healing process.
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Introduction

Background

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a leading cause of sustained
physical, cognitive, emotional, and behavioural deficits in the
civilian population and military personnel. The majority of
TBIs are in the ‘mild’ range of severity. Mild TBI (mTBI)
accounts for 75% of civilian TBIs from motor vehicle acci-
dents, sports, falls, and assaults (1). In active-duty military
personnel and combat Veterans, the majority (89%) of TBIs
from blast injuries are also mild (2). However, the pathophy-
siology of mTBI is not completely understood and the long-
term effects of mTBI are controversial. In the majority of
individuals with mTBI, symptoms resolve within days post
injury (3). Yet, post-concussive symptoms (PCS) can persist
for 3 months post injury or longer, indicating chronic seque-
lae. Estimates of the prevalence of persistent PCS vary widely.
In a general civilian population, between 8% and 33% patients
with mTBI show persistent long-term cognitive and/or beha-
vioural impairments (4–10). In Veterans with combat-related
mTBI, at least three enduring PCS were reported in 7.5–40%

of patients (11–14). It is unknown why similar acute mTBI
events can lead to dramatic neurobehavioural decompensa-
tion with persistent PCS in some individuals, but not in others
(15). Optimal rehabilitation treatments for chronic PCS in
mTBIs are also not understood, owing to insufficient infor-
mation about the loci and mechanisms of injuries and the
absence of neuroimaging-based assessments of treatment
efficacy.

Transcranial electrical stimulation for mTBI

A promising class of treatments for mTBI is passive neuro-
feedback that applies low-intensity pulses using transcranial
electrical stimulation (LIP-tES) with electroencephalography
(EEG) monitoring. This class of EEG neurofeedback treat-
ments use a common hardware design, but different soft-
ware/protocol approaches; examples include Low Energy
Neurofeedback System (LENS) (16), Flexyx Neurotherapy
System (FNS) (17), and IASIS (the Greek word for healing
or cure) (18). It is suggested that these treatments offset brain-
wave activity by applying LIP-tES using the same EEG cables
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and electrodes that measure the brain waves (19). LENS and
FNS have been used to treat individuals with TBI, including
mTBI, showing positive effects on behavioural sequelae (19–
23). In addition, Larsen and colleagues reported that neuro-
feedback treatment significantly decreased EEG amplitude at
the highest amplitude electrode site and at electrode Cz in a
mixed population of individuals with TBI and other disorders
(20). It was not clear exactly why LIP-tES pulses were bene-
ficial, though it was perceived that LIP-tES can offset the brain
waves from its dominant frequency, presumably in an abnor-
mal state (16,20). However, the underlying mechanism(s) of
efficacy of LIP-tES treatment in TBI are not understood, nor
have they been studied in animal models. No neuroimaging
studies have assessed neuronal changes in the brain after LIP-
tES treatment in individuals with TBI, and their relationship
to improved behavioural outcomes.

MEG as a biomarker for mTBI

In this regard, magnetoencephalography (MEG) is of keen
interest because it is a non-invasive functional imaging tech-
nique that directly measures the neuronal current in grey
matter (GM) with high temporal resolution (<1 ms) and
good spatial localization accuracy (2–3 mm at cortical level)
(24). MEG is highly sensitive to abnormal slow-wave signals
in mTBI (delta-band 1–4 Hz, extending to theta-band 5–7 Hz)
(25–31). Slow-waves, if present during wakefulness, are a sign
of brain dysfunction (32). Neurophysiological studies in ani-
mals have established a solid connection between pathological
delta-wave (1–4 Hz) generation in GM and injuries in white
matter (WM). Polymorphic delta-band slow-waves produced
by WM axonal lesions in cats were localized to the GM of
cortex overlying the lesion (33,34). Abnormal delta-waves can
also be induced by the administration of atropine in WM
(35). It is known that atropine is a competitive antagonist of
acetylcholine (ACh) receptors and can block and/or limit
ACh. These animal experiments concluded that cortical deaf-
ferentation was a key factor in abnormal delta-wave produc-
tion in GM, owing to WM lesions (i.e. axonal injury) and/or
blockages/limitations in the cholinergic pathway (36). Using
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), it was found that abnormal-
ities in underlying WM tracts in some individuals with mTBI
were related to abnormal MEG slow-waves in GM (25). Sleep
studies further support the relationship between delta-wave
generation and cholinergic blockage/limitation. During REM
sleep and awake stages, the brain rhythms are dominated by
oscillations at a frequency higher than that of delta waves.

However during non-REM sleep stages 3 and 4, delta-waves
are the dominant brain rhythm in the brain. ACh is one of the
leading neurotransmitters related to sleep. ACh neurotrans-
mitter affects certain cholinergic neurons that are active
strongly during periods of REM sleep, but much less so
during non-REM sleep and therefore are called REM-ON
cells (37). The marked reduction/limitation of ACh release
during the non-REM sleep stages 3 and 4 is a key contributor
to the pronounced generation of delta waves during those
stages (32).

Evidence is mounting in support of resting-state MEG (rs-
MEG) slow-wave source imaging during wakefulness as a
non-invasive imaging marker for neuronal abnormalities in
mTBI (25–31). Using region of interest (ROI) and voxel-wise
approaches, it was demonstrated that rs-MEG slow-wave
source imaging detects abnormal slow-waves (delta-band,
1–4 Hz) with ~85% sensitivity in patients with chronic or
sub-acute mTBI who also had persistent PCS (26,27).

Purpose

The present study used rs-MEG to identify functional
mechanisms associated with twice-weekly IASIS treatments
for 6 weeks in individuals with chronic mTBI and persisting
PCS. MEG source imaging changes in abnormal slow-waves
were studied before and after IASIS treatments in participants
with mTBI. In addition, we examined whether changes in PCS
after treatments were associated with changes in abnormal
MEG slow-waves. Our main hypothesis was that IASIS treat-
ment would be associated with significant decreases in both
abnormal MEG slow-waves and PCS in individuals with
mTBI relative to the pre-treatment baseline. We also pre-
dicted that MEG slow-wave changes would correlate with
changes in PCS.

Methods and materials

The study protocol was approved by institutional review
boards of the University of California, San Diego. All partici-
pants gave written informed consent prior to study proce-
dures. The informed consent followed the ethical guidelines of
the Declarations of Helsinki (sixth revision, 2008).

Research participants

Table 1 describes demographic and clinical characteristics of
the six study participants. All participants had a chronic mTBI

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of six participants with mTBI.

Information Participant #1 Participant #2 Participant #3 Participant #4 Participant #5 Participant #6

Age 40 41 29 27 28 33
Education (yrs) 12 14 14 13 12 12
Gender M F M M M M
Total No. mTBI 1 3 1 1 2 More than 3
†mTBI Type Blast MVA MVA Blast Blunt impact Blast
†PCS Duration (months) 28 14 46 51 66 84
†LOC >10 s 10 min Dazed Dazed 10 s 2–15 min
†PTA 1–24 h 1–24 h >1 min >1 min 1–24 h 16 min–1 h
Medications N/A 1 SSRI N/A N/A N/A 1 SSRI

†For the most recent mTBI, LOC = loss of consciousness; PCS = post-concussive symptoms; PTA = post-traumatic amnesia.
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with persistent PCS for an average of 48.2 (± 25.2) months
between the most recent mTBI and the baseline interview (see
below). Three participants had multiple mTBIs. For the most
recent incident, causes of injury included blast (n = 3), motor
vehicle accident (MVA; n = 2), and blunt trauma (n = 1).

Participants were evaluated in a baseline interview to assess
the nature of their injuries and persistent PCS. The diagnosis
and classification of mTBI in the participants were based on
standard VA and Department of Defense (DOD) diagnostic
criteria (38): 1) loss of consciousness (LOC) < 30 minutes or
transient confusion, disorientation, or impaired consciousness
immediately after the trauma; 2) post-traumatic amnesia
(PTA) < 24 hours; and 3) initial Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)
(39) between 13–15 (if available). Since the GCS assessment
was often not available, individuals with missing GCS, but
who met other inclusion criteria, were also enrolled. Table 1
lists the LOC and PTA information for the most recent mTBI,
and the total number of TBIs for each participant.

In addition, these participants did not meet the typical
exclusion criteria used in MEG studies for mTBI (26,27,31):
1) history of other neurological, developmental, or psychiatric
disorders (e.g. brain tumour, stroke, epilepsy, Alzheimer dis-
ease, or schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, or diagnosis of learning disability); 2)
diagnosis of major depressive disorder (MDD) prior to the
mTBI; 3) substance or alcohol use disorder according to
DSM-V criteria within the 3 months prior to the study,
based on a clinical interview; 4) history of metabolic or
other diseases known to affect the central nervous system
(see (40) for similar criteria); 5) extensive metal dental hard-
ware (e.g. braces and large metal dentures; fillings were accep-
table) or other metal objects in the head, neck, or face areas
that could cause artefacts in the MEG data, not removable
during pre-processing; and 6) suicidal ideation as evaluated
using the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II), i.e. any parti-
cipant reporting a score of ‘2’ or ‘3’ on the BDI –II: item 9
(suicidal thoughts or wishes), confirmed in follow-up risk
assessment.

All participants were allowed to be on their currently
prescribed medications, but to remain on the same medica-
tion regimen as best they could during the course of the IASIS
treatment. As listed in Table 1, two participants were taking
an anti-depressant SSRI; they remained on the SSRI and kept
the same dosage throughout IASIS treatment. The rest of the
participants were not on any medications. Past history of drug
and alcohol use were elicited in detail in the screening inter-
view. Additionally, participants were asked to refrain from
drinking alcohol or using illicit drugs the night before the
MEG scan.

In the baseline interview, PCS in all participants with
mTBI were assessed using the Rivermead Post-Concussion
Symptom Questionnaire (RPCSQ) (41). This questionnaire
contains 16 categories: 1) headaches; 2) feelings of dizziness;
3) nausea and/or vomiting; 4) noise sensitivity, easily upset by
loud noise; 5) sleep disturbance; 6) fatigue, tiring more easily;
7) being irritable, easily angered; 8) feeling depressed or tear-
ful; 9) feeling frustrated or impatient; 10) forgetfulness, poor
memory; 11) poor concentration; 12) taking longer to think;
13) blurred vision; 14) light sensitivity, easily upset by bright

light; 15) double vision; and 16) restlessness. The RPCSQ
measures the extent to which a symptom is problematic,
where 0 = not experienced, 1 = no more of a problem,
2 = mild problem, 3 = moderate problem, and 4 = severe
problem. Only participants with persistent symptoms in at
least three of the above categories during the baseline assess-
ment were recruited into the study. After the IASIS treatment,
the same RPCSQ was used to assess the post-treatment PCS in
the participants with mTBI during a follow-up interview. One
of the main study outcomes was the change in RPCSQ scores
from pre- to post-IASIS treatment.

IASIS LIP-tES treatment procedure

IASIS (Micro Current Neurofeedback) programme used in
this study is a 6-week (two 30-minute sessions per week)
passive neurofeedback intervention with EEG monitoring.
The IASIS device uses five EEG electrodes. The EEG interface
device is the J&J Engineering I-330 C2, provided specifically
for, and labelled for, IASIS, in accordance with specifications
by Mind-Brain Training Institute. The software is IASIS 5.0,
and it is supported by Physiolab 2007 supplied by J&J
Engineering. The EEG sample frequency is 256 samples per
second on each of two EEG acquisition channels.

The feedback LIP-tES is delivered via the four EEG leads
(A+, A−, B+, B−), with respect to the Common Neck
Reference (isolated). During each session, two electrodes (A
− and B−) are attached to the participant’s left and right
mastoids, while the remaining two electrodes (A+ and B+)
are moved to various locations on the scalp. All four (A+, A−,
B+, B−) electrodes are involved in applying weak electric
current pulses back to the brain (the feedback process). The
feedback signal consists of two types of narrow pulses. Type-1
pulses are about 120 ns in duration, and 150 mV in amplitude
in three Schedules (see Appendix 2). The repetition rate of the
feedback pulse train is determined dynamically by adding the
dominant brainwave (EEG) frequency, selected from the
range of 2–12.5 Hz, to the frequency specified in each time
interval of the three pre-programmed Schedules used in the
study (see Appendix 2). The dominant frequency was
acquired from the difference EEG signal between the A+
and A− electrodes using a trailing window Fast-Fourier
Transform (FFT). Type-2 pulses are KHz carrier signals with
frequency modulated upwards, creating a kind of ‘chirp’
pulses in which each pulse lasts about several milliseconds.
These ‘chirp’ pulses were delivered as trains with 3.6 Hz fixed
repetition rate, independent of the EEG signal.

Usually, the A+ and B+ electrodes are moved to various
places during each treatment session. However, this step may
disrupt the treatment and also draw unnecessary attention
from the participant to specific electrode sites. In the present
study, we prepped and pre-placed a set of electrodes on the
scalp of the participant following the 10–20 EEG configura-
tion. These 10–20 sites were the potential sites for the A+ and
B+ electrodes. During the treatment sessions, the electrode
inputs to the EEG interface device for the A+ and B+ electro-
des (selected from the pre-placed 10–20 configuration) were
switched, without the participant’s knowledge, so that the
participant could not tell which sites were activated. Out of
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the standard 10–20 electrode sites, electrode pairs activated
were: F3/F4, C3/C4, P3/P4, O1/O2, T5/T6, Fz/Pz, FPz/Cz,
FP1/FP2, F9/F10, F9/FC3. Each Schedule takes between
22–25 seconds per site and each Schedule was delivered
twice per electrode pair.

For the purpose of standardizing the research protocol, we
focused on three different Schedules: Genesis, Balanced
Energy, and Activation (see Appendix 2 for details of each
Schedule). Genesis Schedule was performed during the first
two visits. Balanced Energy Schedule was performed for the
third and fourth visit. This Schedule provides a set of varied
offset frequencies that change at 2-second intervals.
Activation Schedule was performed for the eight remaining
visits.

MEG and MRI data acquisition

Resting-state MEG data were collected using the VectorView™
whole-head MEG system (Elekta-Neuromag, Helsinki,
Finland) with 306 MEG channels. For each participant, two
5-minute sessions with eyes closed were acquired. To co-
register the MEG with the anatomical images of the partici-
pants, T1-weighted structural MRI of the participant’s head
was collected using a General Electric 1.5T Excite MRI scan-
ner. The T1-weighted images were also used to extract the
brain volume and innermost skull surface (SEGLAB software
developed by Elekta/Neuromag). Realistic Boundary Element
Method (BEM) head model was used for MEG forward cal-
culation (42,43). Appendix 1 provides the technical details
about the MEG and MRI data acquisitions and the MEG
pre-processing procedures for removing artefacts.

Other conventional MRI sequences typical for identifying
structural lesions in participants with TBI were also per-
formed: 1) Axial T2*-weighted; 2) Axial fast spin-echo T2-
weighted; and 3) Axial FLAIR. The conventional MRIs were
carefully reviewed by a Board-certified neuroradiologist (R.R.
Lee); no visible lesions were found on the MRI of any
participant.

MEG source magnitude imaging using Fast-VESTAL

MEG source images were obtained using Fast-VESTAL
method (44). In both five-minute rs-MEG data sessions with
eyes closed, sensor-waveforms were run through a band-pass
filter for 1–4 Hz (delta band). The data set was then divided
into 2.5-second duration epochs, and sensor waveform covar-
iance matrices were calculated for each epoch. A total sensor-
waveform covariance matrix for the entire 10-minute record-
ing was calculated by concatenating the covariance matrices
from individual epochs. Using the total covariance matrix,
voxel-wise MEG slow-wave source magnitude images that
cover the whole brain were obtained for each participant
following the Fast-VESTAL procedure (44). An Objective
Pre-whitening Method was applied to remove correlated
environmental noise and objectively select the dominant
eigen-modes of sensor-waveform covariance matrix (44).

Fast-VESTAL has been successfully used to obtain com-
prehensive MEG source-magnitude images covering the entire
brain for different frequency bands of resting-state brain

rhythms (44). The second-order cone programming (SOCP)
approach in the minimum L1-norm solver of the SeDuMi
software (http://sedumi.ie.lehigh.edu/) was used in the present
study. SOCP corrects orientation bias in a one-step approach
(45,46). The technical details of Fast-VESTAL using the SOCP
formulation is in the appendix of (47).

Characterizing abnormal MEG slow-wave source imaging
in individual participants with mTBI

The procedure for detecting abnormal MEG slow-wave in single
subjects using a voxel-wise approach is detailed in previous
study (27). In the present study, MEG slow-waves in single
subjects were evaluated against our voxel-wise normative data-
base that contains 96 healthy individuals between the ages of 18
and 55. The normative database is in MNI-152 atlas coordinates
for the MEG source magnitude (spatially smoothed and loga-
rithm transformed). After spatial smoothing and logarithm
transformation, the MEG source magnitude images from each
participant with mTBI were registered to the MNI-152 coordi-
nates, and then converted into Z-score maps using the voxel-
wise normative database (27). The abnormal MEG slow-wave
generation from each participant with mTBI was characterized
by the voxels in the Z-score maps with statistical significance (q-
value <0.01) after controlling the family-wise error due to multi-
ple comparisons using false discovery rate approach (48). We
also calculated total abnormal MEG Z-scores by summing up
the Z-score from all voxels that showed statistically significant
slow-wave generation. The focus of our analyses was on the pre-
and post-IASIS change in the abnormal MEG slow-wave gen-
eration for both voxel-wise Z-score maps and the total abnor-
mal MEG Z-scores.

Results

Pre- and post-IASIS changes in PCS scores

A key element of the present study was to examine changes in
clinical symptoms after IASIS treatment. We found that clinical
symptoms were significantly reduced in the six individuals with
mTBI who participated in the IASIS treatment. Table 2 lists the
RPCSQ scores from the pre- and post-IASIS assessments in
each participant. PCS total scores across 16 categories were
markedly reduced after the IASIS treatment in all participants
(Table 2, bottom row; Figure 1A), and the effect sizes associated
with the treatment effects were all very large (Cohen’s d > 1.0).
The individuals with mTBI showed a marked reduction of
52.76% ± 26.4% in PCS total score. The observed reduction in
PCS total scores between the pre- and post-IASIS assessments
was statistically significant (paired group t-test, t = 5.80,
p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 2.37). Sleep Disturbances, a sub-category
of the RPCSQ, also were significantly reduced post-IASIS treat-
ment (paired group t-test, t = 3.00, p < 0.05, Cohen’s d = 1.22).

Pre- and post-IASIS changes in total abnormal Z-scores
from MEG slow-wave imaging

Figure 1B shows a striking reduction in the total abnormal
Z-scores that measured the abnormal MEG slow-wave
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generation between the pre- and post-IASIS MEG exams, with
an average reduction of 53.6% ± 24.6% in total abnormal
MEG slow-wave Z-score. The change in total abnormal MEG
Z-scores was also statistically significant (paired group t-test,
t = 4.28, p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 1.75).

Next, we correlated the change in MEG slow-waves due to
treatment with change in the total PCS scores. In this analysis,
we examined two measures: 1) the absolute change of both
total abnormal MEG Z-scores and the PCS scores, i.e. pre-
post; and 2) the relative change for both total abnormal
Z-scores from MEG slow-wave imaging and the PCS scores
calculated according to the following formula: (pre-post)/pre.
The results showed no significant correlation between abso-
lute change of total abnormal MEG Z-scores and the PCS
scores (r = 0.23, p = 0.65). However, relative total abnormal
MEG Z-score change significantly correlated with relative

total PCS score change. Figure 1C showed a significant posi-
tive correlation between the relative total abnormal MEG
Z-score change and relative total PCS score change
(r = 0.84, p < 0.05).

Pre- and post-IASIS changes in both PCS and MEG slow-
wave imaging for individual participants

In this subsection, detailed information is provided for each
participant about pre- and post-IASIS changes related to PCS
and abnormal voxel-wise MEG slow-waves. Table 2 lists the
RPCSQ scores in each category from the pre- and post-IASIS
assessments in each participant. Figure 2 shows the voxel-wise
MEG findings for assessing the effect of IASIS treatment on
brain functioning in all six participants with mTBI.

Table 2. Rivermead post-concussion symptom scores from pre- and post-IASIS assessments in six participants with mTBI.

Participant #1 Participant #2 Participant #3 Participant #4 Participant #5 Participant #6

Rivermead PCS Questionnaire Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-

Headaches 3 1 4 3 4 1 0 0 4 4 3 1
Feelings of Dizziness 3 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 0
Nausea and/or Vomiting 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
Noise Sensitivity, Easily Upset by Loud Noise 2 2 4 1 2 1 2 1 4 4 4 1
Sleep Disturbance 4 2 4 1 0 0 2 0 3 3 3 1
Fatigue, Tiring More Easily 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 2 2 1
Being Irritable, Easily Angered 3 1 4 1 2 1 1 0 4 4 3 1
Feeling Depressed or Tearful 2 1 4 3 0 0 1 0 3 3 0 0
Feeling Frustrated or Impatient 4 2 4 3 3 1 1 0 4 3 2 1
Forgetfulness, Poor Memory 4 1 4 2 4 3 2 0 3 3 4 1
Poor Concentration 4 1 4 3 4 3 2 0 3 3 2 1
Taking Longer to Think 3 1 4 3 4 3 2 0 3 3 3 1
Blurred Vision 2 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0
Light Sensitivity, Easily Upset by Bright Light 2 2 4 1 4 2 0 0 4 4 2 1
Double Vision 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Restlessness 4 3 0 0 2 0 1 0 3 3 1 1
TOTAL 46 25 54 27 31 15 14 1 51 45 31 11

Scores on the RPCSQ range from 0 to 4 for individual symptoms where 0 = not experienced, 1 = no more of a problem, 2 = mild problem, 3 = moderate problem,
and 4 = severe problem. *Participant #5 did not complete the scheduled protocol: He did only four sessions.
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Figure 1. A: Significant reduction in total Rivermead PCS scores between pre- and post-IASIS assessments (p < 0.01). B: Significant reduction in total abnormal
Z-score MEG slow-wave source imaging between pre- and post-IASIS MEG exams (p < 0.01). C: Relative change in total abnormal MEG Z-score correlates with relative
change in total PCS score (p < 0.05). Symbols ‘Δ’, ‘O’, ‘×’, ‘+’, ‘□’, and ‘◊’ represent Participants #1, #2, . . ., and #6, respectively.
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Representative axial slices with major abnormal slow-waves
(q < 0.01, FDR correction) are plotted in Figure 2.

Participant #1 was a Marine who experienced an mTBI due
to a mortar blast. During and following the IASIS treatment,
he reported that his symptoms greatly abated, going from
severe to no problem or mild. His overall RPCSQ score
went from 46 to 25, a reduction of 45.7%. He also mentioned
that he had completely discontinued his use of nicotine after
the IASIS treatments, which he claimed was a beneficial result
of the treatments. At 6 months after IASIS, he stated that the
treatment effects had persisted and that he still did not use
nicotine.

Compared with pre-IASIS MEG, his post-IASIS MEG
showed marked reduction of 68.6% in total abnormal MEG
Z-score (Figures 1B and 1C). Abnormal slow-waves were
markedly reduced from frontal pole, posterior cingulate cor-
tex (PCC), right insula, and right hippocampus (Figure 2). In
studies of headaches and migraine, activation of the insula,
which is a component of the ‘pain matrix’, is attributed to the
processing of pain and unpleasantness (49–52). The PCC is
also a part of the pain matrix (49,51). Following treatment, his
headaches were reduced, as were slow-waves in both the
insula and the PCC. The MEG findings were also compatible
with reduced PCS for memory function (related to hippocam-
pus) (32).

Participant #2 was involved in a multi-vehicle accident that
resulted in a loss of consciousness, which led to mTBI with
widespread moderate to severe symptoms. Halfway through
the IASIS sessions, she reported a reduction in stuttering,

anxiety, headaches, and less visual and auditory overstimula-
tion (particularly reduction of photophobia). After the com-
pletion of all IASIS treatments, she reported an even greater
reduction of symptoms (i.e. by 50.0%). Her overall score for
RPCSQ went from 54 to 27.

Her total abnormal MEG Z-score post-IASIS was markedly
reduced by 45.1% relative to the baseline MEG exam (Figures
1B and 1C). Specifically, markedly reduced MEG slow-waves
after treatment were found in anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), and right occipital areas, including the right lateral
occipital cortex and right occipital fusiform gyrus spanning
the lingual gyrus (Figure 2). Reduced slow-waves in the ACC,
which is also part of the pain matrix (49–52), was compatible
with her reduced headaches following treatment. Additionally,
her reduced slow-waves after treatment in the right fusiform
gyrus and lingual gyrus were compatible with the decrease in
photophobia, a symptom that is linked with the lingual gyrus,
a visual processing area (53).

Participant #3 was involved in a car accident. After IASIS,
his symptoms drastically reduced by 51.6% from an initial
RPCSQ total score of 31–15. Light sensitivity was reported as
only mild whereas headaches, noise sensitivity, irritability, and
frustration no longer a problem. Importantly, initially severe
symptoms were more moderate after treatment (i.e. forgetful-
ness/poor memory, poor concentration, and taking longer to
think).

Compared with the pre-IASIS exam, his post-IASIS total
abnormal MEG Z-scores decreased by 45.8% (Figures 1B and
1C). Specifically, striking decreases in abnormal slow-waves

Figure 2. Changes in abnormal MEG slow-waves between pre- and post-IASIS MEG exams in six participants with mTBI. Green arrows indicate areas with abnormal
slow-waves at the baseline but markedly reduced (>30%) after IASIS. Red arrow indicates an area with markedly increased (>30%) slow-wave after IASIS in
Participant #5, who completed only 4 of 12 scheduled sessions. The hot spots without arrows indicate abnormal slow waves that did not show marked change
(<30%) after IASIS treatment.
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were notable in the PCC, bilateral OFC, and left hippocampus
(Figure 2). The MEG findings are compatible with reduced
PCS for memory problems (hippocampus) (32) and head-
aches (PCC) (49,51).

Participant #4 was an Army soldier who experienced an
IED blast while riding in an Mine-Resistant Ambush
Protected vehicle. After three visits and throughout the
remaining IASIS sessions, he reported that his quality of
sleep had improved, leaving him well rested with a positive
change in attitude. Upon finishing all IASIS sessions, he
recorded an overall score of 1 on the RPCSQ, a reduction of
92.9% in total RPCSQ score. He noted that noise sensitivity
was no more of a problem for him. All other symptoms were
listed as absent, which meant that he was essentially symp-
tom-free.

The pre- and post-IASIS MEG exams show that the total
abnormal MEG Z-scores were reduced by 74.2% (Figures 1B
and 1C). Reductions of abnormal slow-waves were striking in
the right inferior-lateral parietal area and superior temporal
gyrus/auditory cortex, right hippocampus and amygdala, right
inferior temporal pole, and left cerebellum (Figure 2).
Changes in the central auditory system may play an important
role in hyperacusis, an intolerance of normal environmental
sound (54). Following treatment, he had less noise sensitivity,
consistent with the observed reduction of slow-waves in the
superior temporal gyrus/auditory cortex. Additionally, MEG
findings were compatible with reduced PCS for memory loss
(hippocampus) (32).

Participant #5 was a Marine who experienced blunt head
trauma when a piece of furniture struck his head. He experi-
enced another blunt head trauma when a chair that he was
sitting broke, intensifying his previous symptoms. He only
finished 4 out of the 12 required IASIS treatment sessions.
From the beginning, he missed or rescheduled multiple ses-
sions. Because it appeared likely that he might not (actually he
did not) finish his IASIS treatment, an MEG exam was per-
formed following his fourth visit, and that MEG was used for
this paper. After his fourth IASIS visit, there was a 11.8%
reduction in total RPSCQ symptoms (51 in pre-IASIS exam to
45 after the fourth session), which was not nearly as remark-
able as that of individuals who completed all sessions.

The pre-IASIS MEG exams show that he had abnormal
slow-wave generation from right ACC and PCC, right stria-
tum/insular cortex, right parahippocampus, and left ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) (Figure 2). Following the
fourth IASIS treatment visit, his total abnormal MEG
Z-score showed only a marginal reduction of 12.0%
(Figures 1B and 1C). Specifically, his abnormal slow-wave
generation from the right ACC and PCC remained essen-
tially the same. Reduced slow-waves were observed from his
right striatum/insular cortex and his right parahippocam-
pus, but increased slow-wave generation was found from his
left vmPFC (Figure 2). The MEG findings were compatible
with his persistent and ongoing PCS at his fourth visit for
headache (ACC and PCC) (49–52). Dysfunction in vmPFC
can impair modulation of emotional reactions, resulting in
increasing irritability and impairing decision making (55),
which was consistent with his severe symptom of
irritability.

Participant #6 was an Army soldier who experienced a
blast due to an IED while riding in a Humvee. Throughout
the IASIS sessions, he noted improvement with sleep quality,
accompanied by feeling more energetic. By the end of the
sessions, his symptoms were all scored as no more of a
problem. The total RPCSQ score reduced by 64.5%.

After treatment, his total abnormal MEG Z-scores
decreased by 76.1% (Figures 1B and 1C). Notable decreases
in abnormal slow-wave generation were observed from the
right auditory cortex and the right supplementary motor area
(SMA) and ACC (Figure 2). The SMA is also a component of
the pain matrix (49). Following treatment, the abatement of
his headaches was compatible with reduced slowing in both
the SMA and the ACC (49–52). The MEG findings were also
compatible with reduced PCS for noise sensitivity (auditory
cortex in the superior temporal gyrus) (54).

Discussion

Consistency with previous LIP-tES studies

Our findings that IASIS treatment significantly reduced PCS
in participants with mTBI are consistent with TBI studies that
used other types of LIP-tES treatment techniques, such as FNS
(19–23). The present study also found significantly reduced
abnormal MEG slow-wave generation in individuals with
mTBI after IASIS. Our finding is compatible with the study
by Larsen and colleagues that reported significant decreases in
EEG amplitude at the highest amplitude electrode site and at
electrode Cz in a mixed population of individuals with TBI
and other neurological and/or psychological disorders (20).
However, our study demonstrates reduction in abnormal
slow-wave generation along with improved PCS after IASIS
treatment in individuals with mTBI and documented PCS.
Larsen and colleagues also did not specify the range of fre-
quency or frequency band(s) that were altered by LIP-tES
treatment. In contrast, our results were directly linked to
abnormal MEG slow-waves in delta frequency band (1–
4 Hz), which is firmly grounded in neurophysiological studies
in animals (33–35) and subsequently in humans (25–30).
Larsen and colleagues’ results were also based on analyses in
sensor space outside the brain (i.e. EEG electrode positions),
whereas our MEG source imaging findings were in image
space, inside the brain, and specific to different brain areas.
Since an EEG electrode may pick up the signals from multiple
brain areas, the signal from one abnormal brain source may
contribute to multiple EEG electrodes. By solving the MEG
inverse source imaging problem using Fast-VESTAL (27,44),
our study is truly a neuroimaging study. In particular, our
MEG source imaging approach provides direct measures in
the brain regarding the changes of abnormal MEG slow-wave
signals following the IASIS treatment (see Figure 2).

The healing mechanism of slow-waves after neuronal
injury

Abnormal rs-MEG slow-wave during wakefulness can be used
as an imaging marker for sensitive detection of neuronal
injury in mTBI (25–31). A more fundamental question is
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whether slow-wave generation is merely a negative conse-
quence of neuronal injury or a signature of ongoing neuronal
rearrangement/healing that occurs at the site of the injury.
These two different views will lead to opposing mTBI treat-
ment strategy designs. If the abnormal slow-wave generation
is a negative consequence of the injury, the strategy should
focus on cancelling the slow-waves during the treatment. On
the other hand, if the slow-wave generation is part of a
process of neuronal healing, the treatment should focus on
potentiating endogenous slow-wave generation during the
treatment. The literature on neural plasticity and stroke
recovery supports the healing mechanism hypothesis of
slow-waves (56,57). Of course, for a successful treatment
strategy, a desirable outcome should always be the ultimate
elimination/substantial reduction of the abnormal slow-waves
in mTBI by the end of the treatment course.

We favour the neuronal healing mechanism of slow-waves
in mTBI. It has been shown that long-term potentiation
induced in the motor cortex in humans, by means of inter-
mittent theta burst stimulation, is accompanied by a large and
enduring increase of delta waves during wakefulness, suggest-
ing a prominent role of delta waves in the neural plasticity
processes taking place during the awake state (56).
Accordingly, the delta waves could be an epiphenomenon of
ongoing cortical plasticity during wakefulness as during sleep
and of the attempt of the cortex to re-establish a near-phy-
siological functioning (56). Furthermore, it was recently
shown in an animal TBI study in rodents with diffuse axonal
injury, that enhancing slow-wave sleep acutely after trauma by
sleep modulation may have a beneficial disease-modifying
effect in animals with TBI. The authors suggested that slow-
waves in the delta-frequency range could be the key to func-
tional improvement after TBI (58). The mechanism of slow-
wave-potentiated improvement could be linked with
enhanced clearance of proteins and other waste products
from interstitial space in brain (58). Slow-wave sleep and
anaesthesia were associated with enhanced clearance of poten-
tially neurotoxic waste products (e.g. β-amyloid) in adult mice
(59), whereas a correlation between β-amyloid accumulation
and disruption of non-REM sleep was observed in
Alzheimer’s disease patients (60), further supporting the
potential benefits of enhanced slow-wave activity in treatment
for TBI (58).

Exploring the neural mechanism of IASIS for mTBI
treatment

The neural mechanisms underlying IASIS, and LIP-tES in
general, are not completely understood (16). LIP-tES belongs
to a large category of transcranial electrical stimulation (tES)
techniques that includes transcranial direct current stimula-
tion (tDCS), transcranial alternating current stimulation
(tACS), and transcranial random noise stimulation (tRNS)
(61–63). It has been proposed that anodal tDCS and tRNS
increase neuronal excitability and may consequently enhance
behavioural performance, that cathodal tDCS decreases neu-
ronal excitability and subsequently worsens behavioural per-
formance, and tACS increases neuronal excitability via
entrainment of the desired neuronal firing frequency and

consequently modulates performance (64). However, this sim-
plistic, sliding-scale reasoning (from excitation to inhibition
or vice versa) does not always explain the results at either the
neurophysiological or the behavioural level (63). Other mod-
els of tES mechanisms include the Stimulation-Dependent,
Activity-Dependent, Network Activity-Dependent,
Excitation-Inhibition Balance, and Zero-Sum Models, each
with its own strengths and limitations (see review in (63)).

Recently, Fertonani and Miniussi proposed stochastic reso-
nance (SR) as a useful mechanism to explain the general
neuromodulation effects of tES (63). SR is a phenomenon
wherein an endogenous oscillatory brain signal that is nor-
mally too weak to be detected can be boosted by adding to the
signal some noise or input, which contains a wide spectrum of
frequencies. We believe that the SR model may explain the
treatment effects of LIP-tES, including IASIS, for mTBI. In
IASIS, when the repetition rate of the low-intensity pulses is
similar to an underlying endogenous oscillatory brain signal,
the SR effect may occur. Between the nanosecond-duration
Type-1 and millisecond-duration Type-2 pulses in IASIS, we
believe that Type-2 pulses with repetition rate of 3.6 Hz are
the more likely ones to potentiate underlying endogenous
slow-waves brain rhythms. This is because the duration of
pulses needs to be sufficiently long (i.e. in the scale of ms) to
influence the neurotransmitters at the synapses (all with time
constants in the ms range or longer) (32). Type-1 pulses with
nanosecond duration are probably too short to have a signifi-
cant impact on the neurotransmitters, thus they are unlikely
to play significant role in potentiating underlying endogenous
slow-waves brain rhythms. Therefore, we believe that by
potentiating endogenous slow-wave generation with Type-2
pulses during the treatment sessions, IASIS enhances the
healing process underlying the sites of the injury.
Consequently, IASIS treatment ultimately eliminates /sub-
stantially reduces the abnormal slow-waves in mTBI by the
end of the treatment course when the healing is accomplished.
We are exploring this idea further by studying rs-MEG exams
right before, and immediately after an IASIS treatment ses-
sion. So far, the preliminary result supports the idea that
IASIS potentiates endogenous slow-wave generation immedi-
ately after a treatment session (Huang et al., in preparation).

Absolute versus relative changes in MEG and PCS scores

Although we found no significant correlation between abso-
lute change in total abnormal MEG Z-scores and total PCS
scores, relative change in the total abnormal MEG Z-score was
significantly correlated with relative change in the total PCS
score of the participants with mTBI (Figure 1C). We believe
the lack of a significant correlation between the absolute
change in MEG and PCS measures was partly due to inter-
subject variability in participants’ criteria for rating the sever-
ity of their symptoms. One participant’s internal standard for
rating the existence and severity of the PCS may be different
from that of another participant. Hence, the symptom rating
process is subjective to the participant’s internal standard.
However, as long as such an internal standard remained the
same between the baseline and post-IASIS assessments, the
relative change scores (i.e. absolute change normalized by the
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score in the baseline) should be less subjective. Furthermore,
the same difference score in PCS (post-treatment versus pre-
treatment) without normalization could have different mean-
ings in one participant with a more liberal standard to rate
his/her PCS versus another participant who applies a more
conservative rating standard. A participant with a high PCS
score at baseline would have ‘more room’ to improve than
another subject with a low PCS score at baseline. For example,
for a participant who had a total PCS score of 60 at baseline,
with a reduction of 20 points after the treatment, he/she
would still have substantial remaining PCS with a total score
of 40 after the treatment. However, for another participant
who had a total PCS score of 20 at baseline, with a reduction
of 20 points, he/she would fall in the symptom-free range
after the treatment. The main reason in our approach of using
a normalized difference score was to remove such biases.

A similar argument would apply to the MEG Z-scores.
Furthermore, the MEG slow-wave generation may be affected
by medications that our participants were taking. We did not
require the participants to temporarily stop their normal
medications. The main advantage of allowing the participants
to remain on their medications was to minimize the interrup-
tion to their daily life and hence, minimize study attrition.
However, some medications may modify MEG slow-wave
activity. In particular, neuroleptic sedatives, antidepressants,
and hypnotics can globally change brain activity (65). Thus,
an advantage of using relative change in MEG total abnormal
Z-scores as a measure of treatment outcome is that it should
reduce the effects that medications may have on slow-wave
activity. Hence, the association between relative changes in
MEG abnormal slow-wave activity and relative change in PCS
after IASIS in mTBI should not be seriously confounded by
medications.

Duration of IASIS treatment

The typical duration of IASIS treatment is 10 weeks (two 30-
minute sessions per week) which is based on previous experi-
ence from participants with a variety of neurological and/or
psychological disorders. Due to study participant availability
and resource constraints, we utilized a 6-week, two session per
week intervention programme in the present mTBI study.
Noting that Participant #5 only finished 4 out of the 12
treatment sessions and he only showed marginal reductions
in PCS and MEG slow-waves. This example shows that drop-
ping off early from the treatment programme is not good. On
the other hand, prolonging the treatment beyond the neces-
sary duration may not be beneficial for the participant either.
Future research is needed to examine the optimal treatment
duration of IASIS for mTBI.

Limitations of the study and suggestions for future
studies

There are several limitations to the present pilot study. First,
the effects of IASIS treatments on neurobehavioural outcomes
need to be evaluated using larger mTBI samples. However,
despite our small sample size, statistical analyses of pre-post
treatment showed very large effect sizes suggesting that IASIS

treatments are promising for reducing PCS and the generation
of abnormal slow waves. Second, future studies using blind
and double-blind designs with a sham group are needed to
better validate the efficacy of IASIS and more generally, LIP-
tES, for treating mTBI. Third, since all participants in the
present study were on their standard medical regimens and
taking their normal medications, we do not consider this to be
a limitation of the study. Nevertheless, studying a group of
individuals with mTBI who are medication-free or for whom
their medication is temporarily withheld would completely
remove this confound. However, such a group does not reflect
the typical mTBI population and may be extremely difficult to
recruit. Fourth, the sites for delivering LIP-tES current in the
present study were predetermined by the three standard pro-
tocols: no spatial information from MEG slow-wave loci was
used to guide the treatment. Future study with guidance from
MEG slow-wave source imaging may provide customized
protocols for each participant with mTBI to optimize the
treatment effect. Lastly, our individual-subject analyses per-
taining to possible associations between treatment-related
improvements in specific symptoms and regional reductions
in abnormal slow-wave generation are qualitative and spec-
ulative, owing to the small mTBI sample. Larger samples will
be required to quantitatively link regional changes in slow-
wave activity with changes in specific PCS in mTBI.

Despite these limitations, we do not believe that the signifi-
cant reductions (i.e. over 50% on average) of PCS and abnormal
MEG slow-waves can be explained by potential placebo effect.
Although some sub-categories of the self-reported RPCSQ may
be sensitive to placebo, the Sleep Disturbance sub-category of
the RPCSQ is typically related to the number of hours in sleep
and quality of sleep which are usually more objective and less
sensitive to placebo effect. Thus, in our participants with mTBI,
the significant reduction in the Sleep Disturbance sub-category
of the RPCSQ makes it unlikely to be a placebo effect.
Furthermore, the rs-MEG exam is task-free, without any influ-
ence of performance variables, and more objective than the
behavioural measures. The significant reduction of MEG slow-
waves in our participants with mTBI makes placebo effect an
unlikely explanation to our MEG findings. Of course, future
research with a larger sample, a sham group, and with a blind or
double-blind design will fully address the placebo effect. Next,
we do not believe that a spontaneous mTBI recovery can explain
such significant reductions in PCS and MEG slow-waves either.
This is because all participants had a chronic mTBI with persis-
tent PCS for an average of 48.2 (± 25.2) months ranging
between 14 and 84 months, which substantially exceeded the
acute and sub-acute phases of mTBI where spontaneous recov-
ery is evident. Thus, it was unlikely that spontaneous mTBI
recovery played any significant role during such a chronic phase
of the disorder in this study.

Summary and conclusions

The present pilot study revealed for the first time neuroi-
maging-based evidence for functional changes in the brain
that underlie LIP-tES treatment effects in individuals with
mTBI. Abnormal MEG slow-waves were significantly
reduced after IASIS treatments in approximately the same
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brain areas that showed abnormal slow-wave generation
during the baseline (pre-treatment) MEG exam.
Importantly, PCS were also typically reduced, or even elimi-
nated altogether, following IASIS treatments. Furthermore,
relative reductions of MEG slow-wave total abnormal
Z-score correlated with the relative reduction of the PCS
score. The information regarding loci that generate abnor-
mal MEG slow waves in each individual with mTBI may
also be used as a guide in developing an optimal and
subject-specific IASIS treatment plan for that individual.
Altogether, the present study sets the stage for a new avenue
of research that can advance an understanding of the
mechanisms underlying low-intensity transcranial stimula-
tion and its relevance to behavioural outcomes that signifi-
cantly impact the quality of life in individuals with mTBI.
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Appendix 1. Technical Details of MEG and MRI Data
Acquisition and Pre-processing
MEG Data Acquisition and Signal Pre-processing to
Remove Artefacts

Resting-state MEG data were collected using the
VectorView™ whole-head MEG system (Elekta-Neuromag,
Helsinki, Finland) with 306 MEG channels. Participants
were seated in upright position inside a multi-layer mag-
netically-shielded room (IMEDCO-AG) (66) at the UCSD
MEG Center. For each participant, two 5-minute sessions
with eyes closed were acquired. The participants were
instructed to empty their minds and to avoid moving
their eyes. Data were sampled at 1000 Hz and were run
through a high-pass filter with a 0.1 Hz cut-off, and a
low-pass filter with a 330 Hz cut-off. Eye blinks and eye
movements were monitored using two pairs of bipolar
electrodes with one pair placed above and below the left
eye, and the other pair placed on the two temples. Heart
signals were monitored with another pair of bipolar elec-
trodes. Precautions were taken to ensure head stability:
foam wedges were inserted between the participant’s head
and the inside of the unit, and a Velcro strap was placed
under the participant’s chin and anchored in superior and
posterior axes. Head movement across different sessions
was about 2–3 mm on average.

To help ensure that participants were alert during the
MEG recordings, prior to each of the study sessions, they
completed a questionnaire about the number of hours they
slept the previous night, how rested they felt, and if there
was any reason that they might not be attentive and per-
form to the best of their abilities (due to headache, pain,

etc.). Participants were scheduled early in the day to avoid
fatigue from performing daily activities. The amount of
alpha band oscillations, which is consistently associated
with tonic alertness, was also monitored online to gauge
the cognitive state of participants. Participants were viewed
on a camera, which also allowed for monitoring alertness of
each participant.

MEG eyes-closed data were first run through MaxFilter,
also known as signal space separation (67–69), to remove
external interferences (e.g. magnetic artefacts due to metal
objects, strong cardiac signals, environment noises, etc.).
Next, residual artefacts near the sensor array due to eye
movements and residual cardiac signals were removed
using Independent Component Analysis using Fast-ICA
(http://research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/fastica/) (70,71). The wave-
forms associated with top independent components (ICs)
were examined by an experienced MEG data analyst, along
with ECG and EOG signals. ICs associated with eye blinks,
eye movements, heartbeats, and other artefacts were
removed.

Structural MRI, MEG-MRI Registration, BEM Forward
Calculation

Structural MRI of the participant’s head was collected
using a General Electric 1.5T Excite MRI scanner. The
acquisition contains a standard high-resolution anatomical
volume with a resolution of 0.94 × 0.94 × 1.2 mm3 using a
T1-weighted 3D-IR-FSPGR pulse sequence. Scanner-
related imaging distortions were corrected using a gradi-
ent non-linearity correction approach (72). To co-register
the MEG with MRI coordinate systems, three anatomical
landmarks (i.e. left and right pre-auricular points, and
nasion) were measured for each participant using the
Probe Position Identification system (Polhemus, USA).
By identifying the same three points on the participant’s
MR images using MRILAB (Elekta/Neuromag), a transfor-
mation matrix involving both rotation and translation
between the MEG and MR coordinate systems was gener-
ated. To increase the reliability of the MEG-MR co-regis-
tration, at least 150 points on the scalp were digitized with
the Polhemus system, in addition to the three landmarks,
and those points were co-registered onto the scalp surface
of the MR images. The T1-weighted images were also used
to extract the brain volume and innermost skull surface
(SEGLAB software developed by Elekta/Neuromag).
Realistic Boundary Element Method (BEM) head model
was used for MEG forward calculation (42,43). The BEM
mesh was constructed by tessellating the inner skull sur-
face from the T1-weighted MRI into ~6000 triangular
elements with ~5 mm size. A cubic source grid with
5 mm size covering cortical and subcortical GM areas
based on FCONN brain parcellation (73) was created.
Such a source grid was used for calculating the MEG
gain (i.e. lead-field) matrix, which leads to a grid with
~10,000 nodes covering the whole brain. Then, the source
grid was combined with the BEM mesh in the MRI coor-
dinate for the BEM forward calculation.
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Appendix 2. Chart of Iasis 5.0 Offset Values Applied

Name Time Hz, Offset

Genesis
Start 2 14
FB1 5 7
FB2 5 3.3
FB3 5 6.6
FB4 5 10
FB5 5 7
Balanced Energy
Start 3 3.33
FB1 2 21
FB2 2 13
FB3 2 2.6
FB4 2 2.4
FB5 2 0.7
FB6 2 0.3
FB7 2 −0.3
FB8 2 −1.8
FB9 2 11
FB10 2 4.83
FB11 2 13
FB12 2 4.78
FB13 2 11
Activation
Start 3 14
FB1 4 7
FB2 3 7.8
FB3 2 14
FB4 2 3.9
FB5 1 5
FB6 1 6
FB7 1 7
FB8 1 8
FB9 1 9
FB10 1 10
FB11 1 11
FB12 1 12
FB13 1 13
FB14 1 14
FB15 1 7
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